
Audigent Releases The Retail Media Playbook

Offers Concrete Solutions on How Retailer

Players and Advertisers Across Verticals

Can Leverage the Power of Curation

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, May 24, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Audigent, the

leading data activation, curation, and identity platform, has unveiled The Retail Media Playbook,

a comprehensive guide on how nearly all retailers and advertisers can pursue a proven, scalable

path forward to capture the massive opportunity in retail media and begin driving performance

and sales through intelligent first-party data usage and media curation.

Featuring insights from brands like Gap, Mondelēz International, and GroupM, as well as

technology platforms like MediaMath and Xandr, The Retail Media Playbook provides a detailed

overview for retailers and advertisers eager to engage in the exciting retail market media

movement that is forecast to hit $50 billion by 2023.

“Many players have tried to explain how we arrived at the complex digital supply chain model

the industry has in place today,” said Michael Lampert, Director, Global Marketing Data Lead, at

Mondelēz International. “Far more challenging than providing that explanation is constructing

something better to take its place, and in a model that truly follows three core pillars: shifts in

consumer consumption, a privacy-first mindset, and one that focuses on a true value exchange.

This requires a fresh look at legacy technologies, building new connections and installing

different standards that have first-party acquisition and activation at its foundation.”

The whitepaper provides an in-depth, brand-first perspective on:

-The rise of retail media

-The top ten forces driving retail media growth

-The role of identity

-Retail media and the case for curation 

-The technology that powers curation 

“The retail media model has been a change agent for retail and, importantly, can be applied to

create an opportunity for advertisers across all verticals,” said Greg Williams, President of

Audigent. “Using their unique data, their media, the media of partners, and, of course, their

relationship with their consumers, all brands can shape a more efficient, less opaque digital

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.audigent.com
https://retailmediaplaybook.audigent.com/whitepaper


media supply chain that works for and benefits all stakeholders.”

The goal of the whitepaper is to go deeper into the core topics that are driving retail media that

are often mentioned, but rarely fully explained. Included are insights gleaned from retail media

industry experts who provide a view not only of the state of retail media, but the key information

brands need to understand how to capitalize on the trends. For example, the chapter on How

Brands Build from Identity to Audience, provides a step-by-step process that brands can follow

to develop the required digital supply chain. 

“We are at an incredible pivot point in the industry where companies that are rich in first-party

data have more opportunity than ever before to reach consumers in a privacy-centric way

helping both the brand and the consumer to win,” said Drew Stein, CEO and founder of

Audigent. “Retailers can safely action their first-party data at scale through the supply path,

delivering robust addressability and closed-loop attribution while keeping identity more private

than ever before. This opens new avenues for media agencies and brands to future-proof their

media buying capability and drive ad performance while putting consumers first.”

Audigent sits at the center of the retail media revolution, powering the technology behind some

of the biggest retail media players in-market today. As the leading data activation, curation, and

identity platform, Audigent is redefining how the ad industry packages and optimizes consumer-

safe data with premium inventory supply at scale.

To download The Retail Media Playbook, visit:

https://retailmediaplaybook.audigent.com/whitepaper

About Audigent

Audigent is the leading data activation, curation and identity platform.  Audigent’s pioneering

data platform unlocks the power of privacy-safe, first-party data to maximize addressability and

monetization of media at scale without using cookies.  As one of the industry’s first data curation

platforms powered by its unique identity suite (Hadron ID™), Audigent is transforming the

programmatic landscape with its innovative SmartPMP™, ContextualPMP™ and CognitivePMP™

products, which use artificial intelligence and machine learning to package and optimize

consumer-safe data with premium inventory supply at scale. Providing value and performance

for the world’s largest brands and global media agencies across 100,000+ campaigns each

month, Audigent's verified, opt-in data drives monetization for premium publisher and data

partners that include: Condé Nast, TransUnion, Warner Music Group, Penske Media, a360 Media,

Fandom and many others. For more information, visit www.audigent.com.
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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